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Contact patient

Did patient
action involve
violence or other
potentially illegal
activity?

Conduct a face-toface meeting with
the patient

Yes
Contact law
enforcement
authorities

Adapted with permission from Willis DR, Zerr A: Terminating a patient: Is it time to part ways? fam Pract Manag 2005;12:34-38.

Discuss the problem
with the patient
Patient accepts
meeting?
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Draft a letter
documenting the
discussion

Review draft in
consultation with
another staff member

Send letter to patient

Draft a written
agreement

Draft a written
agreement with
patient’s input

Review draft in
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another staff member

File copy in the chart

Yes
If behavior continues,
proceed to tier 2

File copy in the chart
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Draft a letter documenting
the meeting discussion and
the patient’s refusal to sign
the agreement
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staff member
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Patient signs
agreement?
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Send agreement to
patient via certified
mail with selfaddressed, stamped
envelope, and ask
him or her to sign
and return

File copy in the chart

If behavior continues,
proceed to tier 3

What is patient’s
payor status?
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Third-party payer

Draft termination
letter

Can patient be
terminated?

Review draft in
consultation with
another staff
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Send letter to
patient via
certified mail

File copy in
the chart

Send letter and
agreement to patient
Inform staff
File copy in the chart

Yes

No

Draft termination
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are allowed

Review draft in
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another staff
member

Send letter to
patient via
certified mail

File copy in
the chart

If behavior continues,
proceed to tier 3

Inform staff

Fig. 1 These flowcharts depict a three-tiered approach to managing a difficult physician-patient relationship. This approach categorizes the types of problems
encountered in a practice into three tiers. Tier 1 behaviors include a patient missing five appointments in 6 months or a patient using abusive language while
talking with a staff member. Tier 2 behaviors include a continuation of issues identified in tier 1, or any actions that staff perceived as threatening. Tier 3
behaviors include a continuation of issues identified in tier 2, or any violent or potentially illegal actions.

Patient
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(fig. 1). outlining your practice’s
approach to difficult patients
beforehand removes the emotion of
the moment and reduces the possibility of defensive reactions.

The last resort
When efforts to salvage the relationship with a difficult patient are
not successful, what are your
options? can you terminate your
relationship with a patient?
the american Medical
association (aMa), in an opinion
on termination of a physician-patient
relationship, stated, “Physicians have
an obligation to support continuity
of care for their patients. Physicians
do have the option of withdrawing
from a case, but they cannot do so
without giving notice to the patient,

the relatives, or responsible friends,
which allows the patient sufficient
time to secure further care.”
in general, the aMa suggests
giving 30 days notice. this suggestion is discretionary, depending on
your individual circumstances;
however, if you do not provide
proper notice, you can be accused
of patient abandonment. because
the definition of abandonment
varies from state to state, it’s wise
to consult your medical liability
provider before terminating your
relationship with a patient. it’s also
a good idea to contact the patient’s
third party payor, who may be able
to provide a patient advocate to act
as liaison between you and the
patient and possibly help salvage
the relationship.

if, despite all your best efforts,
the relationship fails, you’ll need to
take the following steps:
• Send a written confirmation of
termination via certified mail
with return receipt requested.
• outline a specific period during
which you will provide continued
care.
• remind the patient that his or
her medical condition requires
care. advise the patient to find
another physician immediately.
• Provide the patient with contact
information for other physicians
in your specialty or for a medical
referral service.
• inform the patient on how to
obtain a copy of his or her
medical records from your office.
never withhold medical records

even if the patient still owes your
office money.
• Personally sign the termination
letter and keep a copy in your
records.
dealing with the difficult
patient can be a challenge, but it’s
a challenge that physicians can
overcome. improving communication skills, managing your time,
and planning ahead are key.
in addition, formulating standard
approaches and establishing office
policies will help you handle
difficult patients with empathy,
NOW
fairness, and timeliness.
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